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ABSTRACT

We present the rst hot-potato routing algorithm for the
n  n mesh whose running time on any \hard" (i.e., (n))
\many-to-one" bat h routing problem is, with high probability, within a polylogarithmi fa tor of optimal. For any
instan e I of a bat h routing problem, there exists a wellknown lower bound LBI based on maximum path length
and maximum ongestion. If LBI is (n), our algorithm
solves I with high probability in time O(LBI  log3 n). The
algorithm is distributed and greedy, and it makes use of a
new routing te hnique based on multi-bend paths, a departure from paths using a onstant number of bends used in
prior hot-potato algorithms.

We onsider \many-to-one" bat h routing problems. In a
bat h routing problem ea h node is the sour e of exa tly
one pa ket at time zero. We are interested
in nding how
mu h time is needed until all the n2 pa kets rea h their
destinations. Bat h routing problems are \many-to-one" in
the sense that a node may be the destination of multiple
pa kets.

1. INTRODUCTION

A hot-potato (or de e tion ) routing algorithm is a pa ket
routing algorithm in whi h nodes don't have bu ers to store
pa kets in transit: any pa ket that arrives at a node other
than its destination must immediately be forwarded to another node. Hot-potato routing algorithms have been observed to work well in pra ti e and have been used in parallel
ma hines su h as the HEP multipro essor [17℄, the Conne tion ma hine [10℄, and the Calte h Mosai C [16℄, as well as
high speed ommuni ation networks [14℄. Hot-potato routing algorithms are well-suited for opti al networks [1; 9; 14;
19; 20℄ be ause it is diÆ ult to bu er opti al messages.
The network we onsider here is the two-dimensional n  n
mesh, one of the simplest networks for multipro essor arhite tures. The nodes in the network are syn hronized,
namely, time is dis rete and in ea h time step a node reeives pa kets from its adja ent nodes, then makes routing
de isions, and then forwards the pa kets to the adja ent
nodes a ording to the routing de isions. At ea h time step
a node is allowed to send at most one pa ket per link.
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Figure 1: Pa kets with destinations in a region
Mansour and Patt-Shamir [13℄ have noted that there is a
trivial lower bound for problems of this kind. If a pa ket's
sour e and destination are separated by distan e d, then
no routing algorithm an deliver that pa ket in fewer than
d steps. The maximum su h distan e a pa ket must traverse in a routing problem I is alled the distan e lower
bound, denoted DI . Consider now the ase where s pa kets have their destinations inside some region of the network
and these pa kets originate from outside the region (see Figure 1). All these pa kets must enter the region. If the region
has z in oming links in its perimeter, then at ea h time step
at most z pa kets an enter the region, and thus, no routing algorithm an deliver those s pa kets in fewer than s=z
steps. The maximum value of this ratio, taken over all the
regions in the network, for a problem instan e I yields the
bandwidth lower bound, denoted WI . The lower bound for
I , whi h we denote by LBI , is just (DI + WI ).
A family of routing problems is hard if the trivial lower
bound for ea h of its members is (n). This paper introdu es a new hot-potato routing algorithm that solves any

hard1bat h routing problem 3I with high probability (at least
1 n ) in time O(LBI  log n). This algorithm is the rst
hot-potato algorithm whose performan e, with high probability, lies within a polylogarithmi fa tor of optimal for a
non-trivial lass of bat h routing problems.
Our algorithm is distributed : ea h node makes routing deisions based on its lo al state, independently of the other
nodes. Moreover, nodes know nothing about the initial distribution of destinations (in luding the values of DI , WI ,
and LBI ).
At the heart of our algorithm is a new te hnique based on
multi-bend paths, a departure from the paths using a onstant number of bends used in most other hot-potato algorithms. Ea h time a pa ket is de e ted (unable to advan e
toward its destination), it may, with a ertain probability,
be ome ex ited, in reasing its priority over non-ex ited pa kets. An ex ited pa ket attempts to onverge on its target
by hoosing a logarithmi number of random intermediate
destinations (see Figures 2 and 4) in a sequen e of squares
of de reasing size. As we will show in the analysis, a pa ket
during its multi-bend path has a good han e not to be interrupted by other high-priority pa kets, and therefore, to
su essfully rea h its destination.
We pro eed as follows. In Se tion 2 we present related work.
In Se tion 3 we give some ne essary preliminary de nitions
and notations. We present our algorithm in Se tion 4 and in
Se tion 5 we give its time analysis. We des ribe the performan e of our algorithm in terms of the trivial lower bound
in Se tion 6. We on lude in Se tion 7 with a dis ussion and
open problems.

their algorithm the nodes have bu er of size log(DI ). There
was no known similar result for hot-potato algorithms. It
was surprising to nd that for hard routing problems, in
whi h DI is (n), our hot-potato algorithm mat hes this
bound within a polylogarithmi fa tor even though it uses
no bu ers.
3. PRELIMINARIES

We are given an n  n mesh of nodes. We denote a node v
with its oordinates (x; y), 0  x; y < n, where x is a olumn
and y a row. The lower-left orner of the mesh is the node
(0; 0) and the upper-right orner (n 1; n 1). Ea h node
(ex ept at the edge of the mesh) is onne ted to its four
adja ent nodes by bidire tional links, denoted up, down, left
and right.
We0 denote
the distan e between nodes v = (x; y) and v0 =
(x ; y0 ) as dist (v; v0 ) and is the quantity
dist (v; v0 ) = jx x0 j + jy y0 j:
This distan e measures how long it takes an unde e ted
pa ket to travel from v to v0 . This distan e is sometimes
alled the Manhattan metri or L2 norm.
We denote a re tangle with lower leftmost node v and upper
rightmost node v0 as [v; v0 ℄. When ne essary we distinguish
between the binary logarithm lg and the natural logarithm
ln.
verti al band-4
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2. RELATED WORK

Hot-potato routing was rst proposed by Baran [2℄. For
mesh-like networks, there are many hot-potato algorithms
tuned for the bat h permutation and random destination
routing problems [7; 8; 11; 12; 15; 18℄. In the permutation
problem every node is the sour e and destination of exa tly
one pa ket, and in the random destinations problem every
pa ket hooses its destination at random.
In the more general setting of arbitrary many-to-one bat h
routing problems, there are several known hot-potato algorithms. Using potential fun tion analysis, Ben-Dor et al. [5℄
provide a psimple algorithm for the 2-dimensional n  n mesh
with O(n k ) steps, where k is the total number of pa kets
to be routed. They generalized dtheir
te hniques for the ddimensional mesh to obtain O(e nd 1 k1=d ) steps. Borodin
et al. [6℄ present a hot-potato routing algorithm for the ddimensional mesh with DI + 2(k 1) steps, where DI is
the distan e lower bound for any routing problem instan e
I . Similarly, Ben-Aroya et al. [3℄ give an algorithm that
nishes in DI + 2(k 1) steps in the two-dimensional mesh.
For single target problems, Ben-Aroya et al. [4℄ give a randomized algorithm for the d-dimensional mesh that nishes
in O(k=d) steps, with high probability.
For the problems we onsider here, in whi h there are n2
pa kets to be routed, all these algorithms require O(n2 )
steps, whi h an be a hieved by a naive solution. The algorithm presented here is the rst that does better.
Solving arbitrary routing problems is diÆ ult even for the
traditional store-and-forward routing algorithms. The best
store-and-forward algorithm is due to Mansour and PattShamir [13℄, and performs within a fa tor of log(DI ) of the
lower bound LBI for any routing problem instan e I . In

v
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Figure 2: The squares and bands of a node
Take a node v = (x; y) and a number z = 2k , where k =
0; : : : ; lg n 1. Consider the sub-mesh that is up and right
from v. The square-z
of v is the z  z square whose lower
leftmost node is v0 = (x + z 1; y + z 1) (see Figure
2). If the square-z does not t entirely into the mesh, it is
trun ated at the mesh boundary. Note that square-1 is the
node v itself. The horizontal band-z of v is the re tangle
[(x + 2z 1; y + z 1); (n 1; y + 2z 1)℄ (see Figure 2).
The verti al band-z of v is the re tangle [(x + z 1; y + 2z

1); (x + 2z 1; n 1)℄. Note that
all square-z , horizontal
band-z , verti al band-z , for z = 2k and k = 0; : : : ; lg n 1,
partition the sub-mesh that is up and right from v (say, the
re tangle [v; (n 1; n 1)℄). That is, every node in that
sub-mesh an be assigned to exa tly one square or band.
By symmetry, we de ne the squares and bands of v in the
other three sub-meshes. Similarly, we de ne the squares and
bands for any node in the network.
4. ALGORITHM

Our algorithm is greedy: in a node, a pa ket always tries to
follow any link that brings it loser to its destination. In ase
a pa ket annot follow any su h link, be ause other pa kets
will o upy these links, then it is for ed to follow some other
link that takes it further away from its destination, and in
this ase we say that the pa ket is de e ted. When two or
more pa kets are ompeting in a node for the same link we
say that there is a on i t.
Packet States
Priority
running

highest

ex ited
normal

lowest

Figure 3: Pa ket states and priority
In our algorithm there are three states for a pa ket: normal ,
ex ited , running . A pa ket is in only one of these states.
Ea h pa ket state orresponds to a priority and the running
pa kets have the highest priority and the normal pa kets
have the lowest (see Figure 3). The priorities determine how
the on i ts are resolved in the nodes, namely, the higher
priority pa kets win over the lower priority pa kets. Coni ts between pa kets of the same priority are resolved in an
arbitrary way (ex ept for the pa kets in the running state
for whi h we des ribe below how the on i ts are resolved).
For implementation purposes, ea h pa ket an be divided
into an immutable message part, and a mutable header ontaining the pa ket's priority (two bits suÆ e).
Initially, all the pa kets are in the normal state. A pa ket in
the normal state simply tries to follow any of the available
links that brings it loser to its destination. A normal pa ket
is de e ted whenever other normal or higher priority pa kets
have already taken all the links that ould bring it loser to
the destination.
Consider now a normal pa ket  whi h in the previous time
step was de e ted from some node at distan e d 1 from
its destination, so that in the urrent time step it appears
at node v at distan e d from its destination. The de e ted
pa ket  be omes ex ited at node v with probability p, and
otherwise, it remains normal with probability 1 p. The
probability p hanges over time and it is given by the fun tion
ln t ;
p(t) =
t
where is a onstant we will spe ify later. To avoid notational lutter, we use p to denote p(t), when t is lear
from ontext. Similarly, any pa ket be omes ex ited with
probability p whenever it is de e ted.

Let's assume now that pa ket  be omes ex ited in node v,
and that, without loss of generality, pa ket  has its destination node lower and left from v. The algorithm assigns
ea h ex ited pa ket a preferred link that brings it loser to
its destination. If the node v is in a horizontal band-z of
pa ket 's destination node, the pa ket  prefers to take the
left link rst (see Figure 4). If the node v is in a verti al
band-z or in a square-z of pa ket 's destination node, the
ex ited pa ket  prefers to take the down link rst.
The ex ited pa ket  will try to follow its preferred link.
There are only two ases that the ex ited pa ket  will not
be able to follow its preferred link. The rst ase is when the
ex ited pa ket  on i ts in node v with other ex ited pa kets that wish to follow the same preferred link. Su h a oni t is resolved in an arbitrary way and pa ket  may lose.
The se ond ase is when pa ket  on i ts with a running
pa ket, whi h has higher priority. The running pa kets have
also a preferred link. If the ex ited pa ket  on i ts with
a running pa ket for the same preferred link then pa ket 
always loses. In both ases, if pa ket  loses then it loses
its high priority and it enters immediately (the same time
step) the normal state, and it will be treated in node v as a
normal pa ket.
If the ex ited pa ket  su eeds in taking its preferred link,
then in the new node, one link loser to its destination, the
pa ket  hanges its state again and it be omes a running
pa ket. (Noti e that pa ket  stays in the ex ited state for
at most one time step.) Similar to the ex ited pa kets, any
running pa ket has a preferred link that brings it loser to
its destination. As long as the running pa ket su eeds in
following its preferred link it remains in the running state
until it rea hes its destination, in whi h ase the pa ket 
is absorbed. If in some node the running pa ket is unable
to follow its preferred link, be ause of on i ts with other
running pa kets with the same preferred link, then it enters
immediately the normal state. The preferred links for a
running pa ket are hosen as follows (see Figure 4).
 If the running pa ket  was ex ited in a node in the
horizontal band-z of its destination, then it will go dire tly to a random node (1 of z ) on the same row in
square-z by following the left links repeatedly. This
is the ase of Figure 4. (From horizontal band-1, the
pa ket tries to go dire tly to its destination.)
 If the running pa ket  was ex ited in a verti al band-z
it will go to a random node in square-z=2 by following
a one-bend path. The rst part of a one-bend path has
dire tion down and the se ond part has dire tion left.
(From verti al band-1, the pa ket tries to go dire tly
to its destination.)
 If the node v is in a square-z of pa ket 's destination
node, it will go to a random node in square-z=2 by
following a one-bend path, rst down then left.
This pro edure is repeated for squares z=2; z=4; : : : until the
running pa ket rea hes its destination node (that is, z = 1).
A running pa ket turns whenever the link it exits a node
is not opposite to the link the pa ket has entered the node.
Note that a running pa ket an on i t in a node with another running pa ket, with the same preferred link, only
when it turns. In su h a ase we spe ify that a turning
pa ket loses to a non-turning pa ket. There are no on i ts
between non-turning pa kets, and on i ts between turning

normal

deflected

ex ited

running

destination

ex ited

destination

Figure 4: A su essful running path
pa kets are resolved in an arbitrary way. For onvenien e,
let us all a running pa ket before its rst turn a runningA
pa ket; a running pa ket on or after its rst turn is alled a
runningB pa ket.

In the analysis we will make use of the following inequalities.
For all n, t, su h that n  1 and jtj  n,

5. TIME ANALYSIS

For all p, k, su h that 0 < p < 1 and k  1,

In this se tion we give the time analysis of our algorithm.
Every randomized algorithm needs an adversary. In this
paper, we assume that every time a pa ket  be omes ex ited
and then running , the adversary an attempt to \laun h"
normal pa kets on a ollision ourse that will on i t with
. The adversary laun hes a pa ket by de e ting it in the
hope it will be ome ex ited and pro eed to ollide with .
If that pa ket fails to be ome ex ited , however, then it will
remain normal whi h has lower priority than , and annot
interrupt . The key insight underlying this part of the
analysis is that the adversary has at most one han e to
laun h any parti ular pa ket on a ollision ourse with ,
thus the adversary's \ammunition" is limited. Moreover,
as explained below, by making the adversary so powerful, a
pa ket's han es of traveling uninterrupted to its destination
after su essive ex itations an be treated as independent
events.
A key term in the analysis is the parameter m whi h for any
bat h problem instan e has to do with the distribution of
the destinations in square regions of the network.
Definition 5.1. Let S be a square subregion of the mesh,
and let dest (S ) be the number of pa kets with destinations in

S. The parameter m is de ned as the maximum number so
that no k  k square has more than mk destination pa kets.
Expli itly,

1

 max dest (S )
k S
as S ranges over all k  k square subsets of the mesh.
The parameter m is related to the bandwidth lower bound
n
k =1

m := max

and this relationship is explored in Se tion 6. Although our
omplexity analysis depends on m, the value of m is not
known to the routing algorithm.
We immediately obtain the following lemma.
2
Lemma 5.2. n  m  n .
2
Proof. There are n pa kets to route, so the maximum
possible value of dest (S ) is n2 . Taking S to be the entire
mesh, m  dest (S )=n = n. Taking S to be a single node,
m  n2 .
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We ontinue in this se tion as follows. First we prove in
Subse tions 5.1 and 5.2 that the probability there will be
an ex ited or running pa ket at a given node and time is
small. In Subse tion 5.3 we will see that a de e ted pa ket
has a good han e to be ex ited and running to its destination without any interruptions. Finally, in Subse tion 5.4
we prove that with high probability ea h pa ket will have
arrived at its destination after the promised time.
5.1

The Excited State

5.2

The Running State

To avoid notational lutter in this subse tion and in Subse tions 5.2 and 5.3, we will assume that all events are happening after time t0 , where the exa t value of t0 will be
spe i ed in Subse tion 5.4. Furthermore, we will assume
that the probability of be oming ex ited at time t0 2n is
p, and thus, after time to 2n a pa ket be omes ex ited with
probability at most p (sin e this probability de reases with
time).
Lemma 5.3. The probability that a parti ular node ontains no ex ited pa ket is at least (1 p)4 .
Proof. A de e ted pa ket be omes ex ited with probability at most p only if it was de e ted in the pre eding time
step. It will fail to be ome ex ited with probability at least
1 p. Sin e at any time step a node ontains at most four
pa kets, all four will fail to be ome ex ited with probability
at least (1 p)4 .
Lemma 5.4. The probability that at node v and time t
there is no runningA pa ket is at least (1 p)8n 4 .
Proof. Let's assume that at a node v = (x; y ) at time t
there is a runningA pa0 ket . Pa ket  must have be ome
ex ited at some node v in the same row or olumn at time
t0 = t dist (v; v0 ), for t0 t = 0; : : : ; n. From Lemma 5.3,

node v0 will not ontain any ex ited pa ket at time t0 with
probability at least (1 p(t0 ))4  (1 p)4 . All the nodes v0
(there are at most 2n 1) will 0ontain no ex ited pa kets
at the 4(2orresponding
time steps t with probability at least
(1 p) n 1)  (1 p)8n 4 .
A runningB pa ket  an always be onsidered as being on
a one-bend path from square-z to square-z=2; we say that
the pa ket  is a runningB(z ) pa ket.
Lemma 5.5. A runningB (z ) pa ket  hooses a parti ular
row or olumn with probability at most 2=z.
Proof. If the runningB (z ) pa ket  is on the rst part
of the one-bend path (thus the preferred link is a olumn
link), then it has hosen randomly one of z olumns. If
the runningB(z ) pa ket  is on the se ond part of the onebend path (thus the preferred link is a row link), then it has
hosen randomly one of z=2 rows.
For the rest of this subse tion, we will assume that the pa kets have destinations down and left.
Lemma 5.6. A runningB (z ) pa ket  at node v = (x; y )

olumn part of its path from square-z to square-z=2, then
from Lemma 5.5 it hooses the olumn of node v with probability at most 2=z , and similarly for the row part. Subsequently, the probability that pa ket  appears in v at time
t is at most 2p=z and the probability that it doesn't appear
in v at all is at least 1 2p=z . A ording to Lemma 5.7,
the number of possible pa kets like  is at most 3=2  mz .
Therefore, none of them will be in node v and time t with
probability at least (1 2p=z )3=2mz , as needed.
Lemma 5.9. The probability that at a node v there is no
runningB pa ket at time t is at least (1 p)3m(lg n 2) .
Proof. A runningB pa ket an be a runningB (z ) pa ket,
with z = 2k and k is one of 1; : : : ; lg n 1. Considering all
the values of z , by Lemma 5.8 and applying Equation 2 we
have that there will be no runningB pa ket at node v and
time t with probability at least

Y 

lg n 1

k =1

1 22pk

 23 m2k



has its destination inside the square

:= [(x 2z + 2; y 2z + 2); (x z=2 + 1; y z=2 + 1)℄:
Proof. The urrent position v of pa ket  must be somewhere in the square S 0 = [v000 ; v00 ℄, with v0 being the lower left
orner of square-z=2 and v being the upper right orner of
square-z of pa ket 's destination. If v oin ides with node v0
then the destination has oordinates
(x z=2+1; y z=2+1).
If v oin ides with node v00 then the destination has oordinates (x 2z + 2; y 2z + 2). Subsequently, the destination
of pa ket  is inside the square S .
Let  be a pa ket in the runningB(z ) state. We say that 
might arrive at node v if there is some exe ution in whi h
 arrives at v in the runningB (z ) state.
Lemma 5.7. The number of runningB (z ) pa kets that might
arrive at node v is at most 3=2  mz.
Proof. With Lemma 5.6 only pa kets with destination
inside square S an be runningB (z ) pa kets at node v. The
size of this square is smaller than 3z=2  3z=2. By De nition
5.1 the square S annot have more than m  3z=2 destination
pa kets.
Lemma 5.8. A node v ontains no runningB (z ) pa ket at
time t with probability at least (1 2p=z )3=2mz .
Proof. Consider a runningB (z ) pa ket  that is at a
node v at time t. Pa ket  has at most one han e to get
ex ited and appear in v at time t. This han e is given to
pa ket0  at some time t0 < t and at a node v0 with distan e
t t from v. Pa ket  must have been de e ted at time
t0 1 and at time t0 in node v0 it be omes ex ited and follows
a running path to node v. If pa ket  loses this han e and
be omes ex ited in a subsequent de e tion then it will fail
to arrive at node v at time t and it will arrive there some
time after t, sin e any subsequent de e tion takes pa ket 
further from node v by a link.
The probability of  getting ex ited at v0 is at most p(t0 ) < p.
If the runningB (z ) pa ket  enters node v when it is in the

=

S

Y 

lg n 1

k =1

Y

lg n 1

k =1

= (1
5.3

1 2kp 1

(1

3m2k

1

p)3m

p)3m(lg n

2)

:

One Packet

Lemma 5.10. At a node v at time t there is no ex ited or
running pa ket with probability at least (1 p)12m lg n .

The probability that no ex ited or running (runor runningB ) pa ket is at node v and time t is the
produ t of the probabilities that ea h of them is not at node
v and time t.
 By Lemma 5.3, there is no ex ited pa ket 4at node v
and time t with probability at least (1 p) .
 By Lemma 5.4, there is no runningA pa ket8nat 4node v
and time t with probability at least (1 p) .
 By Lemma 5.9, there is no runningB pa ket with destination down and left at node v and time t with probability at least (1 p)3m(lg n 2) . Sin e there are four
symmetri ases, the probability to have no runningB
pa ket at all is at least (1 p)12m(lg n 2) .
From Lemma 5.2 we know that m  n. Therefore we an
bound the produ t (for the sake of simpli ity)
(1 p)4  (1 p)8n 4  (1 p)12m(lg n 2) > (1 p)12m lg n :
Proof.

ningA

We say that an ex ited pa ket travels uninterrupted to its
destination if it be omes running and rea hes its destination
without en ountering any on i ts.
Theorem 5.11. When a pa ket be omes ex ited it will
travel uninterrupted to its destination with probability at least
(1 p)24m lg 2 n .

By Lemma 5.10 there is no other ex ited or runpa ket at any spe i node v and time t with probability at least
q := (1 p)12m lg n :
After a pa ket  be omes ex ited it will be ome running and
it will turn at most 2(lg n 1) times before arriving at the
destination. Ea h of those turns, and the single transition
from ex ited to running , will be su essful with probability
at least q, sin e with at least this probability it will not oni t with other pa kets. Whenever the running pa ket  is
not turning, it will su essfully take its preferred link sin e
it is the only pa ket entering from the opposite link. Therefore, an ex ited pa ket will su eed to rea h its destination
with probability at least
2
q2 lg n 1 q = (1 p)24m lg n :
Proof.

ning

5.4

All Packets

Our algorithm satis es some interesting properties with high
probability (at least 1 1=n). We use the following onstants.
0 = 3  24 lg 2 e
= 18e
t0 = 0 m ln3 n + 2n
t1 = 3 0 m ln3 n
Re all that the probability of be oming ex ited is p(t) =
ln t=t. If the value of m were known to the algorithm, then
p would not need to vary with time.
Lemma 5.12. If pa ket  be omes ex ited at time t  t0 ,

then the probability of rea hing its destination is at least
1=2e.

Proof. Any pa ket on i ting with pa ket  must have
been ex ited at most 2n steps before . The probability that
su h a pa ket be ame ex ited was at most
ln( 0m ln3 n) :
p = p(t0 2n) =
0 m ln3 n
By Theorem 5.11, pa ket  will rea
h its destination with
probability at least (1 p)24m lg 2 n . Sin e n  m  n2
(Lemma 5.2), by taking n to be suÆ iently large, su h that
0 ln3 n  n (thus 0 m ln3 n  n3 ), and by Equation 1 we get

24m lg 2 n
0
3
(1 p)24m lg2 n  1 ln(0 m ln3 n)
m ln n
2


3
ln
n 24m lg n
 1 0 m ln3 n
24m lg 2 n

1
= 1 24m lg2 n


 1e 1 24m1lg 2 n
 21e :

Lemma 5.13. Ea h time t (with t0  t  t1 ) a pa ket is
de e ted, it will arrive uninterrupted at its destination with
probability at least

6e 0 m ln2 n :

Proof.

The probability of be oming ex
ln(3 0 m ln3 n)
p(t1 ) =
3 0 m ln3 n
ln n
>
0
3 m ln3 n
= 3 0 m ln2 n :

ited

is at least

The probability of a pa ket arriving at its destination without interruptions when be oming ex ited is a ording to
Lemma 5.12 at least 1=2e. Therefore, the probability of
the pa ket arriving at its destination without interruptions
when being de e ted is at least
3 0 m ln2 n  1=2e = 6e 0 m ln2 n :
Lemma 5.14. If a pa ket  is de e ted x times, then it
will rea h its destination in at most 2x + 2n 2 steps.
Proof. Initially, the distan e from  to its destination
is no more than 2n 2. Ea h time  is de e ted, the distan e in reases, and ea h time it follows a good link, it dereases.

With probability at least 1
will rea h its destination in t1 steps.
Lemma

5.15.

1=n3 , a pa

ket

Proof. By Lemma 5.13, ea h time that a pa ket  is
de e ted in the time interval [t0 ; t1 ℄, pa ket  will arrive
at its destination without interruptions with probability at
least
q :=
6e 0 m ln2 n :
Be ause the adversary is allowed to redistribute the other
pa kets at ea h de e tion, su essive probabilities are independent. By Lemma 5.14, the number of de e tions of
pa ket  that an t in the time interval t0  t  t1 is at
least
(t1 t0 2n)
x :=
2
m ln3 n(3 0 0 )
=
2
= 0 m ln3 n:
Pa ket  will fail to rea h its destination
after x de e tions
with probability at most (1 q)x . By Equation 1 we get

(1

q )x

=

 0 m ln3 n



1 6e 0 m ln2 n

 0 m ln3 n
= 1 0 3 ln n3
m ln n



e

3 ln n

= 1=n3 :
Theorem 5.16. For any bat h problem instan e, with high
probability (at least 1 1=n), all pa kets rea h their destination nodes in at most O(m ln3 n) steps.

Proof. By Lemma 5.15, a pa ket will arrive at its destination in t1 steps with probability at least 1 1=n3 .
Sin e we have made a worst ase analysis for ea h pa ket by
assuming that the adversary an reorganize all other pa kets
whenever one is de e ted, we an safely assume that the
pa kets are independent of ea h other2 in the analysis.
Therefore, the probability that all n pa kets will arrive at
their destinations within t1 steps is at least (applying Equation 2)

n2 
 2
1
1
=n n
1
= 1
 1 1:

n3

n2

n

6. LOWER BOUND

In this se tion, we show how our algorithm relates to the
trivial lower bound
LBI = (DI + WI ):
Re all that for any bat h problem instan e I the bandwidth
lower bound WI for a region S is de ned by taking the
number of pa kets s1 with origins outside S and destinations
inside S , divided by the perimeter of S , the number of edges
leading into S .
Definition 6.1. For any instan e I of a routing problem, and any region S of the mesh, let dest (S ) be the number of pa kets in I with destinations in S (independently of
their origins), perim (S ) the perimeter of S, and MI (S ) =
dest (S )=perim (S ).

= max(MI (S )) where S ranges over all regions S.
It is immediate that m=4  MI , sin e m=4 is the maximum
MI taken over square regions only (see De nition 5.1).
For any region S , let s0 be the number of pa kets in I with
sour es within S , and s1 be the number of pa kets with
sour es outside S .
s + s1
MI (S ) = 0
perim (S )
MI

s1
s0
= perim
(S ) + perim (S )

s0
= perim
(S ) + WI (S )
 n + WI (S ):

Subsequently,
MI

 n + WI :

It follows that m=4 di ers from WI by an additive term of
at most n.
If the problem I is hard then LBI is (n), so WI = (n) or
DI = (n). If WI = (n), then
(MI )  (n + WI ) = (WI )  (LBI ):
If DI = (n), then
(MI )  (n + WI ) = (DI + WI ) = (LBI ):
In either ase,
(m)  (MI )  (LBI ):
Substituting in Theorem 5.16, we obtain our main result.

Corollary 6.2. For any hard bat h problem instan e I,
with high probability, all pa kets rea h their destination nodes
in at most O(LBI  ln3 n) steps.

7. DISCUSSION

So far we have onsidered only the n  n mesh. In the n  n
torus, ea h node (i; n 1) has a link to node (i; 0), and ea h
node (n 1; i) has a link to node (0; i). Our algorithm arries
over to the torus with a slight ( onstant-fa tor) improvement in the time bounds, be ause all worst- ase distan es
are shorter.
This algorithm raises a number of open problems. The
most obvious on erns \easy" bat h problems with sublinear lower bounds. We do not know whether the lass
of easy routing problems would yield to the same (or similar) algorithm with a more re ned omplexity analysis, or
whether a di erent algorithm is needed. It would also be
interesting to onsider whether this kind of multi-bend algorithm ould be adapted to networks of dimension higher
than two, or to networks with a di erent topologi al stru tures. (Note that the distan e and bandwidth lower bounds
apply to arbitrary networks.)
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